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Wilmington, Delaware, USA - October 13, 2017: (SmartCiti) – Smart Citi
Solutions Incorporated, the global Smart City Manufacturer has announced it
has signed an exclusive agreement with Zelnium Technologies Limited to
deliver SmartCiti’s award-winning Smart Pole solutions and technology to
market in Trinidad/Tobago. The contract dictates Zelnium will distribute the
technology across Trinidad/Tobago.

SmartCiti aims to expand its global footprint in smart pole technology, which it
provides at much lower prices than its competitors, exceeding their features
and surpassing the quality, while still affording municipalities an aesthetic and
appealing look that blends easily within the city landscape. This along with the
phenomenal comprehension of the Zelnium business model makes it
unparalleled for the Trinidad/Tobago smart city marketplace

SmartCiti Solutions, Inc. COO, James Lapham says,” We have been working
directly with the Zelnium team both on our Smart City Tech as well as our
concealment and our standard tower lines. We see many opportunities
conjoined with Zelnium in its pursuit of business across the Islands.”

SmartCiti Solutions CEO, Philip Davies says,” this agreement is perfectly timed
with SmartCiti engineering, development capabilities and our deployment
crews and Zelnium with a proven track history, I see a unique opportunity for
the islands municipal and commercial carriers. I foresee a very long and fruitful
relationship between our companies as we move forward.”

SmartCiti aims to become the leading seller of Smart Pole technology around
the world. Through this partnership with Zelnium, SmartCiti Solutions will be
able to cater to the growing demand for smart poles in pushing economic and
technological growth across Trinidad and Tobago.
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About SmartCiti: SmartCiti Solutions is a smart city technology company
focused on delivering tools to make urban areas smarter. Their key interests
include developing smart telecommunications, manufacture custom smart
features for clients, and provide project management services for smart
technology implementation in urban areas around the world. With
Manufacturing in the USA, Mexico, El Salvador and Now India, SmartCiti is
well positioned globally to quickly deliver product to every continent. You can
learn more about SmartCiti Solutions on www.smartcitisolutions.com.

About Zelnium: Zelnium Technologies is a leading supplier of proven equipment and solutions for multi-play
telecommunications operators throughout the Caribbean. Based in Trinidad and Tobago, the company was
established in 2016 to fulfil the evolving needs of the local telecommunications sector. Zelnium Technologies
is a leading distributor of Mobile Wireless Solutions, Transport Solutions, mobile infrastructure solutions and
technology support services. We help build, connect, protect and power valuable assets and critical
infrastructures. From enterprise networks to video surveillance applications to electric power distribution, we
offer full-line solutions, and intelligence, that create reliable, resilient systems that sustain businesses and
communities. Through our global experience and technical expertise, we help to lower the capital and
operational expenditures while improving network performance and reliability.
You can learn more about Zelnium on http://www.zelnium.com/.

